
2016 NFL Draft     
Cleveland Browns Draft Strategy & Predictions  

“2016 - A Quarterback Odyssey” aka “The Year of Playmakers” 

 

Before we get started I want to apologize for all of the words in CAPS in this year’s edition.  I am actually yelling when I type these 
words in caps.  You can picture it, go ahead.  It happens a lot in the next 20 pages…no surprise right?  This is literally 12 months of 
pain, depression, surprise, letdown and hope that I am vomiting on these pages.  This year you have won a bonus prize (so says me) 
which is my shiny new Franchise QB Rating System.  It might cross your eyes, but it opened mine to the truth.  Grab some beers…I 
hope you can stay til the end… 

PS – I am now on version 6 of this write up because the Browns keep changing their strategy, trading down and generally confusing 
the entire world as to what they might do on Thursday night.  So this version you’re reading assumes they stay put at Pick #8 and 
make all 12 picks as they sit today.  I am 100% supportive of another move down to pick 12 or 13 to add extra picks this year and/or 
next year.  I want all the second round picks we can get, great talent in that round this year! 

Overview – 12 Months of Pain on Paper 
Jimmy Haslam must be the most bored motherfucker on the planet.  He’s collecting ex-coaches like a hooker collects STDs.  For the first 
time in my life I feel like I should sell my season tickets and just walk away.  I should just buy Indians season tickets, SO much cheaper 
and odds are better for a Championship as of this moment.  Or maybe I should take a shit in a box and mail to Jimmy Haslam?  That’s 
what he does to me 16 times in the fall.  But I digress and I hate negativity...so maybe I will put someone else’s shit in the box instead 
of mine. 

It would appear that we hired the most qualified coach available in the free market.  Did that just happen?  Does Hue Jackson realize 
he said yes to the Browns!??  I’m waiting for Hue to wake up from the 10 hits of Molly that he had to have taken and realize what a 
colossal fuck job he just did on himself.  Where is his agent during all of this?  Did he take 4 hits of acid on his way to Hawaii and forget 
to come back and save Hue from himself?  Lord.  The irresponsibility in the room is appalling.   

Should we be concerned about the Harvard Boys? They seem to be hired Brains, you just have to pay them a lot and they will do the 
work.  But are they football people, really?  Maybe we’ve been missing good brains in the front office for 15 years?  Maybe these 
hired Harvard kids will use their Prefrontal Cortexes and not their Amygdalas.  That Amygdala thingy is what caused some ass hat to 
draft Johnny Manziel.  (Talking to you Jimmy Haslam).  It’s also what gives idiot Browns fans HOPE.  And causes us to impregnate 
women.  See what happens when boys get too excited about something and use EMOTIONS?  It NEVER ends well.  The cerebral cortex 
is where the logic function happens so that should produce a better result for us in theory. 

Just like the Chinese though, I thought it was necessary to give 2016 a theme so that we can start with some perspective, some 
context, some way to express the desire to produce some goddamn lasting results.  So I picked The Year of Playmakers.  Seems kind of 



simple-minded doesn’t it?  Well fuck you.  I want a coaching staff made up of people with a record of SUCCESS and QUALIFIED SKILL 
SETS!  I want a team made up of players who are not “upside” guys, but guys that were chosen because they’ve already demonstrated 
the ability to WIN and PERFORM AT A HIGH LEVEL!  Why do I feel guilty when I ask for this?  I shouldn’t feel shame for wanting this 
should I?  A very wise man named Paul would tell me I am an idiot and a sucker and dimwit for still supporting this team.  I fear he is 
correct… 

Bill Simmons is STILL an ASSHOLE – And why God Might Not Actually Hate Cleveland 
Every year I intend to remind you all that Bill Simmons is almost singlehandedly responsible for perpetuating this line “God Hates CLE” 
nationally.  So every year until Bill dies I will make the statement that Bill is the worst kind of human being there is – arrogant, self-
absorbed and a bully.  Which really sucks cause the guy writes some of the most hilarious and brilliant sports commentary I’ve ever 
read.  He just won’t leave us alone.  Puke blood and die Bill. 

But I have this odd feeling that MAYBE, just maybe, God was in the shitter and missed the phone call meant to remind him it was time 
to zap CLE with another 12 months of incredibly bad sports luck.  I really think he missed the call!  (Or text or whatever messaging 
service he uses…)  Suddenly we have the chance to be the Oakland Raiders.  Remember them?  They were the “other” worst team in 
the NFL for at least 15 years and in 2012 or thereabouts God missed a text and since then they actually started making logical, 
productive and really GOOD decisions.  They recently drafted QUALIFIED players.  Not guys with “Upside”, honest-to-god real football 
players!  (And don’t remind me, I know that we had the opportunity to draft the SAME players they did pretty much each of the last 3 
years…)  They appear to have started something that now perpetuates GOOD luck. 

I might be the only one who actually believes this, and I probably will fully regret ever saying it, but I see some facts that might support 
this theory that it’s our turn for good luck: 

• Hue Jackson takes several hits of Molly and accepts the head coaching job while on his bender 
• Hue Jackson makes a dozen phone calls while he’s high and manages to hire an experienced staff 
• Hue Jackson’s agent travels to Hawaii on vacation during all of this, apparently loses his phone and does not save Hue from 

making this decision – but it turns into the move of the century for the team turn around 
• We do still need a QB but we’re in a position to trade down and collect more picks (which we did…!) 
• This class has only ONE Franchise QB and now the Rams have jumped our shit and will be taking him at #1 (yes, this is good 

for us, see Franchise QB Bonus Supplement for further explanation) 
• The Lying Cheating Patriots had their 1st round pick taken away, so one more good player drops to us in the 2nd round!  

Thanks Hoodie! 
• We own the first pick in the 2nd round which is the best bargaining chip in the ENTIRE draft 
• The strengths of this draft are DT, DE, EDGE/LB and RB which is excellent for us because our DEF sucks and Hue loves the 

running game! 
• The WR class is the slowest in a decade but the guys can actually CATCH, which makes almost TOO much sense, right? 
• There is one honest to god transcendent talent and he is a kicker in this draft (Roberto Aguayo) who might be the guy we 

draft in round 3 just to fuck with all of you and make sure you’re still paying attention!  See, we CAN get Phil Dawson back 
and we won’t have to pay him $2M this time around either!  Rookie wage scale, that’s what I’m talkin about… 

• The Cavs – for good measure I’m hoping that the little twit Steph Curry will find that his little girl ankles and knees are going 
to bother him during the entire playoffs so that by the time we get them in the finals we can WIN… 

PLAYMAKERS, not UPSIDE please! 
 

Let’s break some of this down because our future rests firmly on this issue.  We cannot ever put a winning team on the field if we 
continue to draft guys with UPSIDE.  The winning teams, the ones that win for years in a row draft guys that are PROVEN playmakers 
and have coaches who are QUALIFIED.  They only draft “potential” in the lower rounds.  They only hire inexperienced coaches when 
they’ve got a core group of QUALIFIED coaches already on staff.   

 



So we started this alleged run of luck by hiring Hue.  He is a qualified coach.  Notice what he did?  He hired a staff of experienced, 
qualified guys.  Guys that have coached on winning teams and developed winning players.  This is a good sign, and we’ll see if they 
have success here or not but we’re starting with the correct base. 

 
So we have pick #2, which a week ago was fantastic because the Titans weren’t going to take a QB so we’d have the ability for once to 
choose THE BEST guy available, but we had to choose correctly.   
 
Well, now the Rams have made a mess of things by trading up and they will take the correct QB so now…we shouldn’t take a QB at all 
in the 1st Round.  The Rams actually did us a favor because now we can’t screw it up.  We take a high value position player instead.  
See my mock draft for the new correct player to take at #2!  Oh wait…they traded that pick to Phila…so keep going and eventually my 
mock draft will offer instruction for who to pick at #8 instead. 
 
When we stop screwing around and get to the actual Browns Big Board and my mock drafts, you will see that once again I am 
suggesting we ONLY look to draft the guys that have produced in college and have the correct traits for their position.   
 
I am looking for the following primary traits that can be clearly and without hesitation linked to NFL production on the field: 
 

• QB’s that produce a score of AT LEAST 4.0 in the Franchise Quarterback Rating System (FQRS) 
• WR’s with size that catch the ball WITH THEIR HANDS.  Yes, I said CATCH THE BALL! 
• RB’s that have FIELD VISION which usually means they realize they were just handed the ball not a dance card 
• TE’S that have some goddamn toughness, a little speed and great hands 
• OT’s that are natural knee benders, never stop moving their feet and have a solid punch 
• DT’s that ALREADY have some pass rush ability, not “projected” rush ability; this assumes they already can stop the run… 
• DE’s that don’t get pushed around by low quality offensive linemen 
• LB’s that can set the edge, stop the run and for god’s sake HAVE STRONG INSTINCTS for where the ball is going – oh and did I 

mention some speed to the edge? 
• CB’s that actually like football, know how to wrap up tackle, will come up and fill against the run 
• FS’s that have instincts for where the play is going and takes GOOD ANGLES to the ball 
• SS’s that can play the run head on AND wrap up drive tackle 

Before we waste a few hours of your life looking at my QB scoring system, this feels like a good place to list my favorite football names 
from this year’s prospects and also my man-crush player: 

• WINNER:  Zeek Bigger 
• Geronimo Allison 
• DeRunnya Wilson 
• Quinshad Davis 
• Kolby Listenbee 
• Pharoh Cooper 
• Willie Beavers 
• Jimmy Bean 
• Casanova McKinzy 

My 2016 Man-Crush:  Jarran Reed DT from Alabama 

I am obsessed with DEFENSE this year because that’s where most of the upper tier talent is in this draft.  And we need plenty of it.  As 
I’ve said in years past, my go-to most trusted prospect evaluations come from The Huddle Report.  This guy watches the film and he 
knows what he’s talking about every year.  This is what he had to say about Jarran Reed: 

“Jarran is a complete defensive lineman who can play any position on the line in any style of front.  He is a power pass rusher with 
quick hands, quick feet and strong lower body to beat his opponent with leverage.  Jarran is smart and shows excellent leadership 



ability through is play on the field.  His football intelligence on down and distance is outstanding.  Jarran is a playmaker and his 
ability to play any one of the defensive line positions on any down and distance is unique.  He excels both in his pass rushing skills as 
well as stopping the run, which makes Jarran one of the top talents in this draft.  Is he the perfect defensive lineman?  Well, no one is 
perfect – but Jarran is damn close.” 

So keep in mind that most evaluators have Jarran Reed in the first round, but mocked to be chosen in the middle of the round, some 
even late round.  The Huddle Report guys feel he is a special talent and would be a steal anywhere below the Top 5 of the first round!  
The Browns desperately need players in the front 7 like Jarran Reed.  I don’t think the Browns will, but I would pass up the EDGE guy, 
the WR and the OT and take Jarran at #8!  If he really is a complete player, his value is higher than any of the premier EDGE rushers like 
Buckner or Shaq Lawson.  Question is, who really is the better PLAYMAKER? 

 INTERMISSION  – How Well Do You Know Your Superstars? 
 
Before we get to the new FQB Supplement, let’s see if you can match college stats to the correct ELITE NFL quarterbacks.  This is very 
relevant to the FQRS Supplement you are about to read. 
 
Below is a list of 6 star quarterbacks.  Match each player to their college stats!  (ANSWERS on NEXT PAGE) 
 

A   B  
 

C  D  
 
 

E  F  
   

    

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int

12 241 381 63.3% 3,105 25 13
12 271 428 63.3% 3,238 22 11
14 342 495 69.1% 4,486 37 10

38 854 1,304 65.5% 10,829 84 34

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int

11 79 194 40.7% 1,264 15 13
11 178 319 55.8% 2,271 16 5
11 206 381 54.1% 2,588 14 10
11 150 275 54.5% 1,572 7 6
44 613 1,169 52.4% 7,695 52 34

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int

13 215 349 61.6% 2,903 19 5
12 209 316 66.1% 2,566 24 8
25 424 665 63.8% 5,469 43 13

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int

2 3 5 60.0% 26 0 1
4 12 15 80.0% 103 0 0

12 200 323 61.9% 2,427 14 10
11 180 295 61.0% 2,217 16 6
29 395 638 61.9% 4,773 30 17

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int

6 16 33 48.5% 170 0 1
11 259 408 63.5% 2,948 31 9
13 279 481 58.0% 3,401 21 15
13 275 441 62.4% 3,600 29 10
43 829 1,363 60.8% 10,119 81 35

G Cmp Att % Yds TD Int
11 89 144 61.8% 1,141 11 6
11 244 380 64.2% 2,954 22 4
11 243 380 63.9% 3,287 20 12
12 287 477 60.2% 3,819 36 11
45 863 1,381 62.5% 11,201 89 33

Eli Manning
Tom Brady
Brett Favre
Ben Rothlisberger
Aaron Rodgers
Peyton Manning



 
Were you able to pick the right stats for each guy?  Not really intuitive is it?  See any common threads?  Any stats that seem to 
correlate with the success these guys have had? 
 
But these college stats are the very foundation of my Franchise Quarterback Rating System (FQRS) because they are key indicators of 
POTENTIAL for superstardom.  But there are also other traits and behaviors that APPEAR to correlate to success at the NFL level and 
must be taken into account. 

 
 

INTERMISSION:  Go get a beer or some bourbon because you may need it to survive the FQRS!  Pull that sucker 
up now and read through it and absorb and then come back and we’ll get into my thoughts on this year’s 
prospects by position.  
 

2016 DRAFT  – What do we have to choose from? 
 
Welcome back!  Does your brain hurt?  Good, but I hope the FQRS was at least entertaining.  I am open to any and all commentary or 
thoughts on this model so please don’t hesitate to share if you’ve got opinions. 
 
My thoughts overall on the 2016 Draft class are fairly meh.  I am especially disappointed with the Pass Rushers because there are no 
really transcendent talents this year despite what people have been saying about Joey Bosa and Deforest Buckner.  There are 
playmakers, but even my man Jarran Reed is not a true DIFFERENCE MAKER.  Neither Bosa nor Buckner is a complete player.  And Bosa 
is a bad scheme fit for the Browns anyway no matter how many OSU homers try to say otherwise! 
 
Some of my concern is that we have the Harvard Brain Trust picking for us this year and we have no idea if they are any damn good at 
it.  What does Hue value as far as positions?  We know he likes his RB, TE and large receivers with speed.  We know Cinci always 
drafted early and often on Front 7 players.  They often let the secondary wallow in mediocrity but when they did draft CB or S they 
picked playmakers with toughness.  QB obviously is the key and we know Hue has a reputation for developing so this bodes well.  But 
can these guys find the PLAYMAKERS???  I hope they can, because those guys are harder to spot this year than in recent drafts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eli ManningE
Tom BradyD
Brett FavreB
Ben RothlisbergerA
Aaron RodgersC
Peyton ManningF



Here is how I feel about each group and as always, it’s through my Cleveland Browns lens: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

DEFENSE:
DT B+ 

This could have been higher but there are few guys that can rush and stop the run both.  Depth is excellent however, 
especially in first two rounds

DE B
There are several 3-4 guys that will  be playmakers, and maybe one of them will  end up being a difference maker if he 
can put some real pass rush skil ls on the table, but as of today, nobody is a complete player.  Good depth through 
3rd round.

ILB C
Fairly average group this year, without Myles Jack in the conversation.  His knee exploded so I am ignoring him and 
his iffy future.  There are a couple of OLB that might move inside and be pretty good.  Nobody elite this year, but if 
you target carefully you'l l  find talent

OLB/EDGE C

Much like ILB, the elite talent is hurt and might not ever play at that level again.  Only decent group this year, no 
terror off the edge l ike Khali l  Mack or others from last few drafts.  As usual there is a bit of projecting DE to OLB for 
the 3-4 teams which I do NOT believe in doing.  Find a guy that has played in college 3-4 as OLB and draft him.  Not 
easy to find anymore though.

CB B+
Pretty good talent this year at the top and all  the way through round 5/6 you can find guys that will  make a team.  As 
usual, there will  be a gem or two in those lower rounds you can start in a year.

FS B+
Actually l ike this class pretty well.  There are some guys being underrated and you're also dealing with the new LB/S 
hybrid question more and more.  College LB that can play FS are nice if you can identify them and they have the 
athleticism and speed required.

SS C

We have some heat-seeking missles in this group that on paper look great, but most of them lack control, 
awareness, tackling form and can't perform well unless the action is completely in front of them.  I was initially very 
excited about these guys but the more evaluations I read the more I realized there are only a couple of SS who could 
start and stick.

OFFENSE:

QB C+

Well based on my FQRS there is only 1 guy who has the potential to be a franchise QB and then we have a bunch of 
borderline projection types.  This is very disappointing, you'd l ike at least 2 maybe 3 that would have the requisite 
skil ls and traits but it's not to be.  However, this year does offer some very high quality Back Up and Future Trade 
Asset types that should make some GM's very happy down the road.

RB A-

A really good class in my opinion for the Browns at least.  There are several near-elite level players and bunch of 
pretty good "size" players that will  be a great add for us to complement the rotation.  We need a goal l ine type, 
preferably someone with some vision and speed too.  That is available this year especially if you're will ing to spend 
a 2nd or 3rd rounder on it

WR C-

Really l imited class.  But Treadwell wil l  be a superior, near elite possession receiver down the road and there are 
some serious playmakers available in 2nd and 3rd round who are slot types.  Not much speed, not much great size 
and very l imited depth this year.  However, surprisingly good hands on most of these guys, not a lot of stone hands 
which is really encouraging!

TE D
Really a crap class with hardly a playmaker in sight.  If you pick through carefully you've got some with great size 
for a jumbo WR role and a couple of great blockers if that's what you need.  We need the receiver type to 
complement Barnidge but those are in short supply

OT C

I'm not overly impressed with this group and since we lost our fucking minds and let our RT go for no reason, we 
now need a starter there.  There are 3 guys that will  go 1st round who can start right away but none of them are even 
that spectacular.  Normally we have at least 2 guys who are locks to play LT immediately but this year most should 
start at RT.  Ugh.  Some potential starters in mid rounds but have to choose carefully

OG C
This year lacks a dominant OG who can start right away and has average depth.  Actually the good news is there are 
several who played OG that can move to OT due to athleticism.  Don't often see that.  Lots of players who have 
played multiple positions this year.

OC D

Rarely do we have a really hot group of centers.  This year they've been hyping a few guys but they are really the best 
of bunch of sub-par talents.  I'm saying we look for OT/OG to convert to OC or draft that strength/leverage/wrestler 
type who might not look l ike a starter at first glance but has all  the traits to start once you coach him up and get him 
in the gym.



 

2016 DRAFT  – Reading Material for the Shitter 
 
This year I did something a little bit different to walk you through my thought process a little better.  Here is what you’ve got: 
 

1. Above, you’ve seen my Position Summary from 10,000 foot view on offense and defense positions 
2. Taking a step down to the player level, I created my usual big board which I am calling Browns Big 125 because I have 

increased the number of players I’m including here.  In the past I listed about 90-100 guys that I determined were scheme 
fits, appropriate talent level and should be considered by the Browns.  As always, I have them slotted in the EARLIEST 
ROUND I would consider taking them (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

3.  Taking another step down, this year I have created what I’m calling Draft Day 50 which is the 50 players I’m watching most 
closely on draft day as it happens live.  These are the specific PLAYMAKERS I think we should select from.  I’ve listed them by 
round and draft slot where we should be considering them and I provide a bit of write up and opinion on each player.  Also 
included is what current NFL player I think they compare to. (This is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

4. Last are my 3 Mock Drafts where I provide three scenarios that I think would work for us.  The first one listed is the one I am 
most interested in seeing happen, the other two are equally possible and would produce desired results for team 
improvement. (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

 

2016 DRAFT  –  3 Mock Drafts 
 
Here you go, this is in order of my preference for the 3 scenarios: 
 
 
 

 
 
This mock takes care of the Offense pretty well and adds some real PLAYMAKERS on Defense.  Treadwell is you instant #1 simply 
because we have been allergic to good WRs in the past years but eventually you add your speed/size guy who becomes your #1 and 

1 8 WR 8.3 Laquon Treadwell - Mississippi

2 32 QB 7.6 Connor Cook - Michigan State

3 65 ILB 7.3 Kentrell Brothers - Missouri

77 Trade DE 6.7 Brandon Kaufusi

4 99 TE 6.1 Jerrell Adams - South Carolina

100 Trade OT 6.7 Jerald Hawkins - LSU
138 Compensatory DT 5.7 Javon Hargrave - South Carolina State

5 141 WR 5.7 Keyarris Garrett - Tulsa

172 Compensatory FS 5.1 Justin Simmons - Boston College
173 Compensatory OT 5.3 Alex Lewis - Nebraska

6 176 RB 5.0 Dan Vitale - Northwestern

7 223 SS 5.1 Elijah Shumate - Notre Dame

6.2

BEST WR in the DRAFT



Treadwell becomes a Pro Bowl #2 possession guy in two years.  I don’t love Connor Cook but if Hue wants to develop a guy he’s very 
close to pro-ready and has the arm required.  It’s the intangibles that I consider the risk factor for Cook to succeed beyond Back Up 
status.  If nothing else he’s a killer trade chip down in 3 years.  Hearing from ex-coaches and players who know him they all say 
whoever gets him will love him and those concerns will prove to be false. 
 
Kentrell Brothers, Kaufusi, Hargrave and Simmons are all upgrades at those positions and will bring an attitude and identity sorely 
lacking for our defense.  We will then have remaining big needs for another DT penetrator, a true Pass Rushing EDGE or DE and a 
thumper SS.  Collect those pieces over the next two drafts. 
 
Jerald Hawkins you hope to coach up to become your starting RT in a year.  Jerrell Adams has incredible hands, speed and athleticism 
and should be played as a jumbo WR.  He’s not big enough to be a move TE. 
 

 
 
This scenario addresses the unnecessary gap we created at RT and Stanley plugs in immediately as that starter.  I love Jonathan Bullard 
and would be ecstatic to get him at #32.  He’s a beast, a playmaker and a disruptor that has some pass rush in him that will develop 
quickly with coaching and technique improvement.  The physical tools are off the charts.  In round 3 we add two playmaking WRs.  
Cooper is electric and compares to Randall Cobb.  Carroo has some bad personal decisions but if you can clear him he’s got great size, 
speed and ball skills that will make you cry tears of joy.   
 
Hogan is my favorite developmental Back Up/Trade Asset QB.  He’s smart, has appropriate size and arm, great at going through his 
reads and has shocking athleticism for a QB.  Really strong lower body which should serve him well as they need to work out the 
elongated throwing motion he’s got.  The offense he played in was very run-heavy so we haven’t even seen the production potential 
yet.  He throws a beautiful deep ball. 
 
Austin Blythe is another one of my man-crushes.  He’s a 3 time state wrestling champ in high school.  Has incredible strength and 
leverage that he brings to the playing field.  Lacks great base weight but can add and wins with leverage anyway.  Very technique sound 
already.  One year in the gym and with coaching and he’s your starting center that has Pro Bowl ceiling in my opinion. 
 

1 8 OT 8.3 Ronnie Stanley - Notre Dame

2 32 DE 7.9 Jonathan Bullard - Florida

3 65 WR 7.1 Pharoh Cooper

77 Trade WR 6.8 Leonte Carroo - Rutgers

4 99 QB 5.4 Kevin Hogan - Stanford

100 Trade TE 6.3 Bryce Williams - East Carolina
138 Compensatory SS 5.8 Tyvis Powell - Ohio State

5 141 C 6.5 Austin Blythe - Iowa

172 Compensatory DT 5.3 DJ Reader - Clemson
173 Compensatory OLB 5.7 Dadi Nicolas - Virginia Tech

6 176 CB 5.0 Kalan Reed - Southern Miss

7 223 OG 5.5 Parker Ehinger - Cincinnati

6.3

BEST RIGHT TACKLE in the DRAFT



 
 
This mock has so many of my favorite players in it.  I hated making it my 3rd choice!  Lawson could be special or could be a bust.  He 
needs to be paired up with the right scheme and coaches and he could be elite once he develops his pass rush tools.  Josh Perry might 
be a Pro Bowl ILB if moved there and he proves he can cover on passing downs.  He can fill and lay the wood on run downs, we know 
that.  He’s one of my favorite defensive players. 
 
Would love to add Braxton Miller here, but do we want TWO ex-buckeye WR converts trying to learn the position?  Might pay off!  Joe 
Haeg is a very talented FCS tackle that has starting skill set once he cleans up technique and hits the gym.  Love Burbridge as a #3 
receiver.  He’s a reliable guy with size but no elite traits.  Just gets it done.  
 
Leon Allen is one of my favorite RBs in the draft.  He’s a beast with elite traits if his medicals check out.  Considering he’d only get 10 
touches a game, he could be the perfect bruiser goal line move the chains RB.  Guy has incredible moves for 235 lbs. 
 

2016 DRAFT  –  Final Thoughts on My Mocks 
 
So that you don’t think I am crazy or stupid, there are some players that are glaringly missing from my mocks.  These guys are fan 
favorites already and some of you will wonder why I’m not interested in them: 
 

• Jalen Ramsey – Love him.  He just won’t be available at #8 
• Joey Bosa – I don’t care what you say, he is NOT a 3-4 scheme fit, you would not maximize his abilities in our defense 
• Myles Jack – His knee exploded.  I won’t use a 1st round pick on a guy who might end up being just a player.  Love him tho. 
• Jaylon Smith – See Myles Jack 
• Darron Lee – See Joey Bosa 
• Zeke Elliott – Zeke would be a luxury pick for us at #8; we’re going to suck for 3 years and RB shelf life averages 4 yrs 
• Paxton Lynch – I think he’s the most over-hyped QB in the draft; and my FQRS supports this 
• Noah Spence – I don’t mind the redemption story, I simply read too many evaluations that say he’s got major flaws 
• Michael Thomas – See Paxton Lynch; his change of direction skills are awful and doesn’t have speed to get open that way 
• Carson Wentz – See my FQRS write up for my feelings on a guy who is too much of a projection; 1.5 yrs of tape at ND State 
• Jared Goff – Love him.  He’s the only Franchise QB this year and my FQRS score supports this 

1 8 DE 8.2 Shaq Lawson - Clemson

2 32 ILB 7.7 Joshua Perry - Ohio State

3 65 DT 7.6 Austin Johnson - Penn State

77 Trade WR 7.2 Braxton Miller - Ohio State

4 99 OT 6.2 Joe Haeg - N.Dakota State

100 Trade WR 5.8 Aaron Burbridge - Michigan State
138 Compensatory CB 6.2 DJ White - Georgia Tech

5 141 RB 5.2 Leon Allen - Western Kentucky

172 Compensatory OLB 5.3 Victor Ochi - Stony Brook
173 Compensatory DE 5.0 Dean Lowry - Northwestern

6 176 OG 5.3 Isaac Seumalo - Oregon State

7 223 TE 4.9 Steven Scheu - Vanderbilt

6.2

BEST DE/OLB in the DRAFT



 
 
 

2016 DRAFT  –  AFC North Bold Predictions 
 
 
BOLD prediction #1 – Ravens will draft Christian Hackenburg in the 5th round 
I am going to predict that the RatBirds will draft a QB this year and I see Hackenburg as the perfect developmental guy for them.  With 
Flacco blowing out his knee in 2015 (back up is Matt Schaub) they had to pee themselves a little knowing they’d be screwed if he 
missed extended time.  Ozzie Newsome will believe they can develop a back up that will be better than Schaub.  Hackenburg could 
thrive in their downfield offense.  How many more games do you want Schaub starting for you instead of a younger guy with high 
potential anyway?   

 
BOLD prediction #2 - Pittsburgh will draft Cardale Jones in the 4th round.  He’s a more mobile version of Rapistburger with a cannon 
arm and he’s got a high enough “projected” ceiling that they may see what they can do with him.  They could give him 2 solid years to 
get used to the level of competition, work on the mental aspect of his game, get him a lot of reps since he lacks experience.  The goal 
would be to get him ready to be at least the back up to Ben.  The Squealers are unlikely to be drafting high enough to pick the best 
franchise guy but they will try to develop one.  Ben is getting up there in age and has had a ton of injuries the last 3 years. 

 
BOLD prediction #3 – Cinci will be looking at 2016 as make or break for The Ginger 
Dalton keeps shitting the bed year after year in the playoffs.  I don’t care how much you’re paying him or how long his extension says 
he will be there.  He can’t win in the post-season so you MUST move on.  AJ McCarron played decent in 2015 in the 5 games he played, 
and go check out my FQRS score for him…he looks like he might have a chance to be better than Ginger Dalton!   They will burn him at 
the stake and run him out of town if he does it again in 2016.  AJ McCarron will be ready to play more by then! 

 

Check it Out:  SPARQ and rSPARQ  –  A Nike Creation, Seahawks Perfection 
 
Concerned about the Browns new Harvard brain trust and what all this Analytics crap is going to be about? 
 
This is might be part of what they are up to and is another level of crazy but cool in evaluating players.  I referenced this evaluation 
score in several of my player write ups.   
 
Nike invented this model to measure athleticism which translates from speed, short area quickness and explosion using height, weight, 
speed, (40 yd, 20yd shuttle, 10 yd split) broad jump, bench press and ball toss numbers.  Some geeks who love the NFL Draft re-built it, 
called it rSPARQ and now use it to evaluate NFL draft prospects at most positions. 
 
Turns out our friend Pete Carroll and his conditioning coach have been using it for 4 years to find the exact players they want to draft 
that have the specific explosion traits they are looking for in several positions.   They are using the scores particularly in their 
evaluation of lower round picks where the players are easy to acquire if you know who to target.  Lower rounds you can take more 
risks but Seattle is turning it into a math problem and finding serious gems that they coach up as starters!  
 
Are you aware that Seattle has drafted several guys in round 6 & 7 that were OL and turned them into DL?  They did the reverse of this 
very successfully too.  They also have a team standard for WINGSPAN, rather than just arm length that they feel greatly benefits 
leverage, catch radius and pass defense.  They use it for WR and CB prospects but it carries into other Front 7 positions as well.  They 
have not drafted a player in 4 yrs with a wingspan under a pre-determined measure. 
 



Check out this chart from one of the links below where they combine the Athletic/Explosion measure (SPARQ) with the player’s 
Production Ratio using his stats from last 2 years of college to project which players should have the most success in the NFL.  Quadrant 
A is best of both and indicates players of extremely high potential.  Plenty more where this came from.  Cool stuff.   
 
I intend to start using these scores as part of my player evaluations for 2017 Draft… 

 

 

You can find info on SPARQ at: 

https://3sigmaathlete.com/ 

http://www.fieldgulls.com/ 

 

   

https://3sigmaathlete.com/
http://www.fieldgulls.com/
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